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An Adaptive Conversational Interfacefor Destination AdvicePat Langley,1 Cynthia Thompson,2Ren�ee Elio,3 and Afsaneh Haddadi41 DaimlerChrysler Research & Technology Center1510 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA2 Center for the Study of Language and InformationStanford University, Stanford CA 94305 USA3 Department of Computing Science, Assiniboia HallUniversity of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H14 DaimlerChrysler Research and TechnologyAlt-Moabit 96a, 10559 Berlin, GermanyAbstract. In this paper, we describe the Adaptive Place Advisor, a con-versational interface designed to help users decide on a destination. Weview the selection of destinations as an interactive process of constraintsatisfaction, with the advisory system proposing attributes and the hu-man responding. We further characterize this task in terms of heuristicsearch, which leads us to consider the system's representation of problemstates, the operators it uses to generate those states, and the heuristicsit invokes to select these operators. In addition, we report a graphicalinterface that supports this process for the speci�c task of recommendingrestaurants, as well as two methods for constructing user models frominteraction traces. We contrast our approach to recommendation systemswith the more common scheme of showing users a ranked list of items,but we also discuss related work on conversational systems. In closing, wepresent our plans to evaluate the Adaptive Place Advisor experimentallyand to extend its functionality.1 IntroductionAs society becomes more complex, humans are confronted with ever more al-ternatives in their activities. Today, we have more news to hear, more booksto read, more songs to appreciate, and more places to eat than ever before. Inaddition, access to the World Wide Web has led to substantial growth in thenumber of information sources. Each new option gives people a greater varietyof choices, but the sheer number of alternatives often makes an intelligent choiceimpossible without some computational assistance.In response to this need, there have been increased e�orts to design andimplement intelligent aides for �ltering web sites (e.g., Pazzani, Muramatsu, &Billsus, 1996), news stories (e.g., Lang, 1995), and other information sources.A related line of research and development has led to recommendation systems ,which are not limited to �ltering information but can be used for any task that
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requires choice among a large set of prede�ned items. Most research in thisarea has built on the literature in document retrieval, which assumes a speci�capproach to choice and a particular type of interaction.However, when developing any intelligent system, especially one that willinteract with humans, it seems important to make one's design decisions care-fully. In this paper, we describe a conversational approach to recommendationsystems that diverges from those based on information retrieval. The next sec-tion characterizes the traditional framework and its drawbacks, then outlinesan alternative that appears to hold some advantages. After this, we present theAdaptive Place Advisor, a prototype system that incorporates this approach torecommendation. The conversational framework also supports user models at a�ner grain than the usual item level, and we consider two ways of learning suchmodels from interaction traces. Finally, we discuss related work on conversationalinterfaces and suggest some directions for future research.2 Two Approaches to Recommendation SystemsAs we have noted, one can view many decision-support tasks in terms of makingrecommendations . A recent workshop on this topic indicates the variety of real-world problems that one can formulate as recommendation tasks, including theselection of videos (Nguyen & Haddawy, 1998), television programs (Das & terHorst, 1998), and books (Mooney, Bennett, & Roy, 1998). In generic terms, wecan characterize the task as:Given a large set of items and a description of the user's needs, presentto the user a small set of the items that are suited to these needs.This statement covers all of the examples mentioned above, along with manyothers. However, note that our task statement is intentionally abstract, in thatit does not specify certain details, such as how the user communicates his needs,the manner in which results are presented, or even the number of recommendeditems. Any speci�c approach to developing recommendation systems must takea position on these design issues.We can illustrate this point by describing the most widely used frameworkfor recommendation systems, which we will call the ranked list approach. In thisscheme, the user speci�es his needs with one or more keywords and the systempresents an (often) long list of results, ordered by their predicted relevance tothe user. This technique has a long history in information retrieval, where it wasoriginally designed to help �nd documents or reports during library research.However, the basic method is quite general, and it underlies most search en-gines for the World Wide Web, which millions now use regularly for many quitedi�erent selection tasks.Yet despite its current popularity, the ranked list scheme is not the only ap-proach to making recommendations. We need only look to conversations betweenhumans for a very di�erent model of this process. Consider a situation in whichone person, who we will call the enquirer , asks another person, who we will callthe advisor , for assistance in deciding on a restaurant at which to have dinner:
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Enquirer: Where do you think I should eat tonight?Advisor: Well, what type of cuisine would you like?Enquirer: What types are there?Advisor: Some examples are Chinese, Indian, and Mediterranean.Enquirer: Oh, maybe Indian.Advisor: What quality rating would you like?Enquirer: I don't care, as long as it's cheap.Advisor: How do you want to pay?Enquirer: No, I think I'd like Chinese instead.Advisor: Okay, we'll switch to Chinese food.What city do you prefer?Enquirer: How about Berkeley?Advisor: I know three cheap Chinese restaurants in Berkeley.One is the Long Life Vegi House on 2129 University Avenue.Does that sound alright?Enquirer: Sure, that sounds �ne.Clearly, one could develop recommendation systems that attempt to mimic thistype of human interaction, rather than relying on keyword searches and rankedlists. We will refer to such systems as conversational interfaces.The interaction supported by conversational systems seems quite di�erentfrom that found in the ranked list approach. The most important distinctionis that the enquirer never hears about a complete item until only one, or atmost a few, choices remain. Rather than being overwhelmed with items thatcompete for his attention, he interacts with the advisor to narrow down thechoices in an iterative, manageable fashion. This interaction takes the form of asequence of questions, most designed to eliminate some items from consideration.Answering these questions plays a similar role to giving keywords with the rankedlist scheme, but the aim is remove alternatives rather than to simply order them.The conversational process can also help the enquirer better understand his owndesires, since thinking about possible questions and answers may clarify goals inways a ranked list does not.Clearly, such dialogues seem better for recommendations that must be de-livered by sound rather than visually. This makes the conversational approachwell suited not only for advice between humans, but also for computer inter-faces that must rely on speech, such as ones used while the enquirer is driving.However, they also seem ideal, independent of modality, for tasks like restau-rant and movie selection, in which the user needs to converge on at most a fewitems. On the other hand, ranked list methods seem more appropriate for taskslike the selection of web pages or news stories, in which the user may well wantto examine many options. In the next section, we describe the Adaptive PlaceAdvisor, a computational assistant that takes this conversational approach torecommendation.
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3 The Adaptive Place AdvisorWe are interested in developing a conversational interface that has broad appli-cability to recommendation tasks, but our initial work has focused on a partic-ular class of problems { destination selection { that seems especially relevantto drivers. Our prototype system, the Adaptive Place Advisor, aims to help theuser select a physical location that is relevant to his goals. Again, the basic ap-proach involves carrying out a conversation with the user to identify a place thatmatches his needs at the time.We view this conversational process in terms of heuristic search, similar toconstraint satisfaction in that it requires the successive addition of constraintson solutions, but also analogous to game playing in that the user and systemtake turns. Formulating the problem within a search framework means we mustrepresent not only items, as in ranked lists, but also states of the conversation,as well as operators for advancing the conversation and heuristics for decidingwhich operator to apply on each step. This treatment also has some importantimplications for the modeling of user preferences. In this section, we discuss eachof these issues in turn.Our approach to destination advice draws heavily on an earlier analysis ofthe task by Elio and Haddadi (1998, 1999), which itself borrows ideas from lin-guistic research on speech acts (e.g., Searle, 1969). One di�erence between ourformulations is that the previous work distinguishes between search through atask space and a dialogue space, whereas we aggregate these into search througha combined space. Another distinction is that user intentions plays a centralrole in their framework, whereas our less sophisticated approach sidesteps inten-tions by specifying system actions that are appropriate to di�erent types of userresponses. Nevertheless, both analyses view decision making as a process of suc-cessively re�ning constraints, which separates them from the ranked-list scheme.3.1 Representation of Items and StatesMany recommendation systems, since they focus on retrieving documents orWeb pages, represent each item as a `bag of words', that is, in terms of the wordsin the text that describes each item. In contrast, the Adaptive Place Advisorassumes a more constrained representation, similar to that found in a relationaldatabase. The system stores each item as a conjunction of attribute-value pairs,each specifying information likely to interest the user. For restaurants, thesecharacteristics include attributes like their location, the cuisine served, the hoursof operation, the method of payment, the price range, the availability of parking,requirements for reservations, and the name.However, representing an item like a restaurant does not equate to describingthe state of a conversation about such items. To encode conversational states,we must allow partial descriptions of items, which the Place Advisor speci�esas a subset of attribute-value pairs. For example, after receiving answers to afew questions, the system may have determined that the user would prefer toeat someplace in Palo Alto that serves Thai cuisine and that does not require
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reservations. Earlier in the dialogue, this speci�cation will tend to be less con-strained, whereas later states will tend to include more attribute values. We canview each such partial description as a database query that has an associated,but implicit, representation consisting of all restaurants that match the query.But this tells only half the story, since the Place Advisor must also representits knowledge about a conversation's history. This includes information aboutattributes that remain unasked, that the system has asked but the user has indi-cated are undesired, and that the user has indicated are important enough to be�xed. The system must also keep track of attributes and values it has mentionedin response to a user query, as well as complete items the user has rejected asunacceptable. Most important, it must represent the dialogue operator(s) indi-cated by the user's most recent utterance, since these determine the system'sappropriate response.3.2 Dialogue OperatorsOur view of conversational recommendation as search also requires us to specifythe operators that take steps through the search space. Following Elio and Had-dadi (1998, 1999), we group conversational actions if they achieve the same e�ect,so that two super�cially di�erent utterances constitute examples of the same op-erator if they take the dialogue in the same direction. Table 1 summarizes theoperators assumed by the Adaptive Place Advisor, which di�er somewhat fromthose in the earlier analysis.Let us �rst consider the operators available to the system for advancing theconversation. The most obvious, Ask-Constrain, involves asking a question toconstrain items, by proposing some attribute that does not yet have a value.In our example, we saw four examples of this operator, with the advisor askingquestions about the cuisine, quality of the food, payment options, and the loca-tion (city). Asking such questions is the most central activity of conversationalinterfaces, at least for recommendation tasks, since it determines the ways inwhich the system constrains items presented to the user.Another operator, Suggest-Values, answers a user's query about possiblevalues for an attribute. In our example, this occurred in response to the enquirer'squery about cuisine. Note that, in this case, the advisor lists only a few optionsrather than all possible choices, and if we want our interface to seem natural, itsanswers should have a similar character. In some cases, the advisor may decide tosuggest values for an attribute without an explicit request, especially if the user'sresponse is predictable. A similar operator, Suggest-Attributes, responds toa user query about the possible characteristics of destinations.Once the conversation has reduced the alternatives to a manageable num-ber, the advisor must invoke Recommend-Item, an operator that proposes acomplete item to the user. In the restaurant domain, this involves giving therestaurant name, address, and similar information, as we saw at the end of oursample dialogue. In some cases, the process of introducing a constraint can pro-duce a situation in which no candidates are satisfactory. When this occurs, theadvisor applies the operator Ask-Relax, which proposes dropping an attribute
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Table 1. Dialogue operators supported in the Adaptive Place Advisor, with systemoperators in boldface and user operators in italics.Ask-Constrain. Asks the user a question designed to constrain available candidates.Ask-Relax. Proposes to the user that a constraint be removed to expand candidates.Suggest-Attributes. Suggests to the user a small set of unused attributes.Suggest-Values. Suggests to the user a small set of values for a given attribute.Recommend-Item. Recommends to the user an item that satis�es the constraints.Answer-Constrain. Answers a system question by giving a value for the attribute.Reject-Constrain. Refuses to answer a system question by rejecting the attribute.Accept-Relax . Accepts a system suggestion to relax a constrained attribute.Reject-Relax . Rejects a system suggestion to relax a constrained attribute.Replace-Attribute. Replaces a system question with a di�erent attribute.Accept-Item. Accepts proposed destination and ends the conversation.Reject-Item. Rejects proposed destination and requests another recommended item.Query-Attributes. Asks system for information about possible attributes.Query-Values. Asks system for information about possible values of an attribute.to expand the candidate set. A less drastic response, which we have not imple-mented, would replace an attribute's value with another having a similar e�ect.Now let us turn to the operators that the system assumes are available to thehuman user. The most central action the user can take, Answer-Constrain,involves answering a question so as to specify the value of some attribute. Ourexample included two instances of this operator, in response to questions aboutcuisine and city. Each such answer further constrains the items the system con-siders for presentation to the user, and thus advances the dialogue toward itsgoal of identifying a few recommended restaurants.But the Place Advisor does not assume the user will always answer its ques-tions. If the person decides that the proposed attribute is inappropriate or lessrelevant than some other factor, he can reject the attribute or even replace it withanother, using the operators Reject-Constrain or Replace-Attribute. Wesaw the second type of response in our example when the enquirer did not spec-ify a restaurant quality, but instead replied `I don't care, as long as it's cheap'.Note that, e�ectively, this utterance not only replaces one question with another,but also answers the second question. Replacements can also apply to attributesand values agreed upon earlier in the conversation, as happened when the userchanged his mind about cuisine and decided on Indian food.
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In addition, the user can explicitly accept or reject other proposals that thesystem makes, say for relaxing a certain attribute (Accept-Relax or Reject-Relax) or for a complete item once the system recommends it (Accept-Itemor Reject-Item). We saw no examples of such rejections in our earlier scenario,but they take the same form as rejecting questions for contraction. Finally, theuser can query about the available attributes (Query-Attributes) or, if thesystem has asked a question, about possible values of that attribute (Query-Values), as we saw for cuisine in our example.3.3 Operator Selection and Search ControlAny search process requires some control structure to constrain and direct it.In the Adaptive Place Advisor, selection of the dialogue operators themselves islargely bounded by the communication protocols that govern human dialogue.Of course, one side of the conversation is determined by the user, so here we areconcerned with how the system selects its own actions.Table 2 presents English paraphrases of the rules that specify the AdaptivePlace Advisor's selection of questions and recommendations. These control rulesare sensitive to the database query that the system constructs during its interac-tion with the user. Thus, the initial rule (Q1) initializes the query and welcomesthe user. The second (Q2) selects an attribute to constrain the query when morethan four candidates remain, then asks the user about this attribute. If the queryhas become so constrained that no items remain, the third rule (Q3) proposes tothe user an attribute to relax. Finally, if the query returns only a few candidates,the last rule (Q4) selects one of these items and recommends it to the user.Table 3 presents another set of control rules that are responsible for dealingmore directly with user responses. Many of the conditions here refer to user-applied operators, which we assume another part of the Place Advisor infersfrom the user's behavior. For example, rule R1 handles situations in which theuser answers a question with some value, thus constraining the database query,whereas rule R2 detects when the user has rejected an attribute and notes thisfact for future reference.Rules R3 and R4, respectively, handle the analogous cases in which the useraccepts and rejects system proposals to relax a particular constraint. Similarly,rules R5 and R6 deal with acceptance and rejection of system recommendationsabout particular items. The seventh rule, R7, covers situations in which the userrejects a question the system has asked or decides to replace a question previouslyanswered. The following two rules, R8 and R9, respond to user queries aboutavailable attributes and values, keeping track of what they tell the user to avoidrepetition. The �nal condition-action rule, RW, is a default that, if the user hasnot yet replied, waits for a response.As we noted above, the current implementation does not make use of anexplicit representation of user intentions, as Elio and Haddadi assumed in theiranalysis. Nor does the Adaptive Place Advisor directly support subdialoguesabout side topics, such as for clari�cation of an attribute's values, as does theirdesign. Rather, for both purposes, the system relies on information about the
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Table 2. Control rules in the Adaptive Place Advisor that present questions to user.Q1. If there is no database Query,Then let Query be an unconstrained query,Let Unasked be all known attributes.Let Asked be the empty set.Let Undesired be the empty set.Let Fixed be the empty set.Let Rejected be the empty set.Welcome the user.Q2. If Size(Query) > 4,Then let Attribute be Select-Constrain(Query, Unasked, Undesired).Remove Attribute from Unasked.Add Attribute to Asked.Ask-Constrain(Attribute).Q3. If Size(Query) = 0,Then let Attribute be Select-Relax(Query, Asked, Fixed).Ask-Relax(Attribute).Q4. If 0 < Size(Query) < 4,Then let Recommended be Select-Candidate(Query, Rejected).Recommend-Item(Recommended).history of the conversation and the dialogue operators that the user has invoked.We believe these will be su�cient to support natural conversations about desti-nations, but ultimately this remains an empirical question.The rules described in Tables 2 and 3 establish some general guidelines aboutthe ow of conversation, but some important choices still remain. One decision,denoted by the call to Select-Constrain in Rule Q2, involves determining thespeci�c question the system should ask to constrain the query. To this end, theAdaptive Place Advisor selects the attribute that provides the most informationand thus minimizes the uncertainty within the items C that satisfy the con-straints already established. In mathematical terms, it selects the attribute aithat minimizes, for the random variable c of possible items, the entropy measureH(cjai) = Xvj2ai Xck2C� log(p(ck jai = vj)) � p(ck; ai = vj) ;where ck is a particular item in the set C that the user may �nd acceptable andvj is a possible value for attribute ai. We can further computep(ckjai = vj) = p(ck)Pcj2C0 p(cj) ;where C 0 is the set of items which satisfy the revised constraints that include
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Table 3. Control rules in the Adaptive Place Advisor that handle user responses.R1. If Response is Answer-Constrain(Attribute, Value),Then add Attribute Value as a constraint on Query.R2. If Response is Reject-Constrain(Attribute),Then add Attribute to Undesired.Remove Attribute from Asked.R3. If Response is Accept-Relax(Attribute),Then remove Attribute as a constraint on Query.Remove Attribute from Asked.R4. If Response is Reject-Relax(Attribute),Then add Attribute to Fixed.R5. If Response is Accept-Item(Recommended),Then halt the conversation.R6. If Response is Reject-Item(Recommended),Then add Recommended to Rejected.R7. If Response is Replace-Attribute(Attribute, New-Attribute),Then add Attribute to Undesired.Remove Attribute from Asked.Add New-Attribute to Asked.Remove New-Attribute from Unasked.Let Attribute be New-Attribute.R8. If Response is Query-Attribute( ),Then let Attributes beSelect-Attributes(Unasked, Asked, Suggested-Attributes).Add Attributes to Suggested-Attributes.Suggest-Attributes(Attributes).R9. If Response is Query-Value(Attribute),Then let Values be Select-Values(Attribute, Suggested-Values).Add Values to Suggested-Values.Suggest-Values(Values).RW. If there is no Response,Then wait for some response.ai = vj . In addition, p(ck; ai = vj) is simply p(ck) if item ck meets the revisedconstraints and zero otherwise.As a �rst approximation, we assume that all items have equal probability,which means that p(ck) = jCj�1. The resulting measure behaves sensibly insimple situations. For instance, given a Boolean attribute that divides the re-
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maining items into two groups of equal size and another that divides them intotwo unequal groups, the metric prefers the attribute that gives the even split.Using this measure, the Adaptive Place Advisor computes the information tobe gained by asking each possible question, then selects the one with the lowestentropy, breaking ties at random. This evaluation metric is similar to one oftenused in constructing decision trees from training data, except that it does not useclass labels and it recalculates the expression during each conversation, ratherthan creating a permanent tree structure. This makes the question-selectionstrategy more akin to `lazy' approaches to decision-tree induction, which con-struct only a single path through an implicit tree. In our domain, this pathcorresponds to a search trajectory through the space of conversational actions.The system must make similar choices when suggesting attributes or values inresponse to a user query, and when recommending complete items that satisfy thespeci�ed constraints. On each conversational step, the Adaptive Place Advisormake predictions about which attribute to present and, given an attribute, aboutwhich value to suggest. In responding to a user query, the system simply presentsthe three most probable options not yet included in the query and not yet seen bythe user. At the item level, the system combines its probabilities about attributevalues to rank the candidate destinations and presents the most likely one theuser has not yet seen.The Adaptive Place Advisor must also select an attribute when it decides torelax its constraints because no candidate items remain. In this situation, thesystem selects the attribute that has not yet been rejected for relaxation by theuser and that, when removed from the current database query, gives the small-est set of candidates. One could imagine more sophisticated evaluation metricsand even strategies for replacing one value with another, rather than removingthe attribute entirely, but the current version takes the most straightforwardapproach to this issue.3.4 A Graphical Interface for Conversational AdviceOur long-term plans for the Adaptive Place Advisor call for an interface thatsupports spoken conversations, drawing on techniques from natural-languageprocessing and speech recognition. The system could then support interactionsin a broad range of settings, including situations in which the user is drivingan automobile. However, such interfaces are di�cult to implement and not al-ways robust, so our initial version instead relies on a graphical interface that wehave designed to parallel the conversations we envision with the future system.Figure 1 shows the display, which includes boxes on the left for destination at-tributes, boxes on the right for their values, menu buttons for information abouteach, and a box at the bottom for the �nal candidates.There exist direct analogues between interactions that occur with this inter-face and the dialogue operators we considered above. For example, the AdaptivePlace Advisor asks a question by showing a new attribute in the left column, andthe user answers a question by typing his preferred value in the correspondingbox on the right. The person can also query the system about the attribute's
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Fig. 1. Graphical display for the Adaptive Place Advisor, showing a state after theuser has asked for information about the attribute `cuisine' and received answers fromthe system.values by clicking the menu on the top right, but Figure 1 shows that this menupresents only three values at a time, to reect the limited bandwidth of spokenconversations. The user can request more values, but this requires an explicitrequest, which corresponds to a separate dialogue operator.If the user wants to reject a question rather than answering it, he simplyhighlights and deletes the one proposed by the system, in which case it suggestsanother attribute. He can also replace one attribute with another by typing overthe highlighted proposal. On a related note, the user can request informationabout alternative attributes by clicking the menu button on the top left, thoughagain this presents only three options at a time, to reect the nature of spokendialogues. Similar actions are possible for values, which the user can reject bydeletion or replace by typing over them. When the system decides it should relaxan attribute, it highlights the proposed retraction, which the user can accept bytyping `return' or reject by taking any other keyboard action.Figure 2 shows the graphical display after the conversation has reduced thecandidate set to only three restaurants. In this case, the system displays detailedinformation about one candidate in the lower box, and the user can either accept
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Fig. 2. Graphical display for the Adaptive Place Advisor, showing a state after thesystem has asked three questions and received answers from the user.this recommendation or ask to see another alternative by clicking the `Next'button. We could have designed the system to display all remaining candidates,but again we have constrained presentation to imitate the style of communicationthat occurs during human interactions.3.5 Modeling User PreferencesWe refer to the Adaptive Place Advisor as `adaptive' because its design includesa module that constructs user models from interaction traces. However, our goalfor user modeling di�ers from the one commonly assumed in recommendationsystems, which emphasizes improving accuracy or related measures like precisionand recall. We assume that the conversational nature of the Place Advisor willalready give acceptable recommendations at the level of items like restaurants,so the system will not construct a user model at this level.On the other hand, the dialogue process, if not well guided, can be tediousand time consuming, so we need user modeling to produce more e�cient conver-sations. Just as interactions with a friend who knows your concerns can be more
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directed than one with a stranger, so dialogues with the Adaptive Place Advi-sor should become more directed over time, giving a form of speedup learning.This suggests modeling user preferences at a �ner-grained level than in typicaladaptive interfaces, focusing on the questions a user prefers to answer and theresponses he tends to give, rather than at the level of entire items.We are exploring two approaches to user modeling at the conversationallevel. The �rst represents the learned user model in direct probabilistic terms.For this, we need some way to predict the distribution of questions (attributes),as well as the distribution of answers (values), given other attribute-value pairs.One straightforward response is to use the naive Bayesian classi�er (Langley,Iba, & Thompson, 1992), which we can train to predict the accepted attributegiven other attribute values, as well as the value of some attribute given thesame conditions. This method estimates and stores the conditional probabilityof each attribute value given the predicted entity, along with the probability ofeach entity. Naive Bayes fares well on many domains, despite its assumptionof attribute independence, because it must estimate very few parameters, andit also deals cleanly with missing attributes for questions not yet answered. Forexample, suppose the system wants to predict the distribution of values for `city'from the values of other attributes. If only `cuisine' and `price' are known, thennaive Bayes simply ignores other attributes and uses these in predicting the city.However, we need some way to combine statistics about the user's behaviorwith the system's generic mode of operation. Recall that the Place Advisor'sdefault technique assumes a uniform distribution over items that, combined withthe database, produces a probability distribution for each attribute conditionedon the attribute values already speci�ed during the dialogue. Rather than usingthese as the �nal probabilities, we can use them as prior probabilities in the usermodel. Naive Bayes typically assumes uniform priors over classes and attributevalues, but reliance on database queries seems a clean way to generate moreinformed priors that are relevant to the domain at hand. If the user's preferencesdisagree with these priors, his responses will alter the distributions in the usermodel, but to the extent that they do agree, the system will behave accordingto his wishes all the sooner.Another approach is suggested by the Adaptive Place Advisor's similarity tocase-based reasoning systems for help desks and related applications, which (aswe discuss shortly) also engage in conversations of a sort. The basic idea is tostore cases in a manner that represents details of a user's past dialogues, in termsof the questions he has accepted and the answers he has given, along with theirorder. The system would compare its description of the current dialogue stateagainst stored traces to �nd cases that match closely, then use the selected caseto decide on the next question. For instance, suppose the user and system haveagreed on Chinese cuisine and medium price; if, during a previous interaction,the user accepted a question about the city under similar conditions, the systemwould ask about the city this time as well. We can apply the same basic schemeto predict the user's answers, which (if predictable enough) the system couldo�er as alternatives without an explicit user request.
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A well-known characteristic of case-based methods is their sensitivity to thedistance metric used for case selection. Here it seems natural to use the entropymeasure described earlier to calculate the weights on attributes, since we in-tended it precisely to determine their relevance. But this raises another designissue, since we must decide when the system should rely on a retrieved case toselect attributes or values and when it should use the entropy measure directly.One scheme would invoke a retrieved case only when its distance to the cur-rent situation fell below a given threshold and fall back on the entropy measureotherwise. This two-part response is less elegant than the probabilistic methoddiscussed above, but a case-based approach o�ers many attractions, so we intendto explore this method as well.4 Related Work on Conversational InterfacesAlthough the ranked-list framework remains the most common approach tocomputer-assisted recommendation, we are not the �rst researchers to realizethe potential of conversational interfaces. Rich (1979) describes one of the earli-est systems, which carried out a textual conversation with a user, asking directedquestions to infer their reading tastes for the purpose of book recommendation.More recently, Allen et al. (1995) report on their ambitious Trains system,an intelligent assistant for planning tasks that converses with users in spokennatural language. Like the Place Advisor, the program interacts with the user toprogressively construct a solution, though the knowledge structures are partialplans rather than constraints, and search involves operators for plan modi�ca-tion rather than database contraction and expansion. Each conversational stepaddresses issues about when, where, and how to complete a plan while ensuringno conicts occur, rather than selecting a single item, as in our work. Trainslacks any mechanism for user modeling, but the overall system is considerablymore mature and has been evaluated extensively.Smith and Hipp (1994) describe another related project, this one concerninga conversational interface for circuit diagnosis. Their system aims to constructnot a plan or a set of constraints, but rather a proof tree. The central dialogueoperator, which requests knowledge from the user that would aid the proof pro-cess, is invoked when the program detects a `missing axiom' that it needs for itsreasoning. This heuristic plays the same role in their system as does the PlaceAdvisor's heuristic for selecting attributes to constrain destination selection. Theinterface does some limited user modeling, but only infers user knowledge duringthe course of one conversation, not over the long term, as in our approach.Perhaps the most closely related e�ort comes from Rich and Sidner (1998).TheirCollagen system supports conversations about complex tasks like schedul-ing a sequence of airline trips, relying on a graphical interface for interactionsbetween the user and an advisory system. Their approach also builds upon the-ories of discourse to support an interactive decision-making process. One dif-ference from the Adaptive Place Advisor is that Collagen includes a moresophisticated model of dialogue that makes provision for interruptions, as wellincorporating a more general representation of the resulting plan. However, their
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system's initiative seems to focus on suggesting tasks that the user should nextaddress, making it less directive than the approach we have taken.Dowding et al. (1993) and Sene� et al. (1998) have also developed conversa-tional interfaces that give advice about air travel. Like the Place Advisor, theirsystems ask the user questions in order to reduce candidates, treating the choiceof selecting airline ights as the interactive construction of database queries.Natural language and speech play a central role in both decision aids, makingthem more mature than our work on destination advice. However, neither sys-tem includes a component for user modeling to make conversations more e�cient,despite the clear di�erences among individuals in this domain.Linden, Hanks, and Lesh (1997) present another interactive travel assistantthat carries out conversations through a graphical interface. Their system alsoasks questions in an e�ort to narrow down the available candidates, using sim-ilar dialogue operators to those we described earlier, and they share our aim ofsatisfying the user with as few interactions as possible. Their response to thischallenge relies on a `candidate/critique' approach to problem solving, in whichthe system presents candidate solutions to the user, who then critiques the solu-tions. From these responses, the system infers a user model stated as weights onattributes of travel choices, such as price and travel time. Unlike the AdaptivePlace Advisor, it does not carry these pro�les over to future conversations, butone can envision a version that stores longer-term models.Aha, Breslow, and Maney's (1998) work on `conversational case-based reason-ing' also has connections to our research. Their e�ort focuses on troubleshootingprinters and similar tasks, and their approach relies on interactions with theuser to retrieve cases from memory that will recommend actions to correct someproblem. The system supports simple textual interactions, using part-of-speechtags and keyword matching, but it relies primarily on a graphical interface forpresenting and answering questions. The dialogue operators and basic ow ofcontrol have much in common with the Adaptive Place Advisor, in that answer-ing questions increasingly constrains available answers. However, one signi�cantdi�erence is that they let the user select which of several system-generated ques-tions to answer next, and which of several presented cases (items) is closest tohis needs. Their system also supports inference of some �elds based on the valuesof others, which reduces the number of questions it must ask the user.We have focused here on conversational interfaces, but research on user mod-eling has been more widespread in traditional recommendation systems. Pazzani,Muramatsu, and Billsus (1996) report a content-based approach that recom-mends web pages, whereas Shardanand and Maes (1995) describe a collaborativemethod that suggests movies. Other systems that induce user models focus on�ltering news stories (Lang, 1995) and electronic mail (Segal & Kephart, 1999).Nor has this idea been limited to recommendation tasks, with other adaptiveuser interfaces addressing generative problems like note taking (Schlimmer &Hermens, 1993), route advising (Rogers, Fiechter, & Langley, 1999), and inter-active scheduling (Gervasio, Iba, & Langley, in press). Langley (1999) gives amore thorough review of research on the topic of adaptive interfaces.
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5 Concluding RemarksIn this paper, we described the initial version of the Adaptive Place Advisor,an intelligent assistant designed to help people select a destination, speci�callya restaurant. Unlike most recommendation systems, which accept keywords andproduce a ranked list, this one carries out a conversation with the user to pro-gressively narrow his options. And unlike other adaptive interfaces, it constructsuser models at the level of dialogue actions rather than the level of completeitems. We viewed the dialogue process in terms of problem-space search, de-scribing the various states, operators, and heuristics involved. We also describedtwo approaches to user modeling, one relying on case retrieval and the other onprobabilistic summaries, that should lead to more e�cient conversations as thesystem gains experience with the user.Although we have a detailed design and a partial implementation of theAdaptive Place Advisor, clearly more work lies ahead. First, we should carryout pilot studies with the current graphical version to get experience with users'responses. This may reveal design aws in the system, such as the need foradditional dialogue operators. If these studies are encouraging, we should thenrun more systematic experiments to evaluate our two approaches to user mod-eling. Our main hypothesis here is that conversation time will decrease as thesystem gains experience with a user, and that this reduction will occur morerapidly than when user modeling is not included. But we are also interested inthe details of this improvement, including the learning rate and the asymptoticaccuracy, so we will collect learning curves that plot performance against thenumber of conversations.On another front, we must still replace the graphical interface with one thatincorporates natural language and speech. The generation module should bestraightforward, since we can rely on canned phrases to ask questions and pro-pose answers. The understanding process will be more challenging, but our de-sign should encourage constrained dialogues, often with one-word answers, thatcan be handled by existing software packages. Moreover, the presence of a usermodel should aid speech recognition by providing probability distributions overthe user's answers.In the longer term, we intend to expand the framework to take into accountother factors, such as the user's willingness to explore new cuisines or cities andhis desire for variety. We might represent the former with a single factor indicat-ing the probability, based on past responses, that the user will accept an attributevalue the system has not suggested before. We could represent the user's biasabout variety as the average time between selections of a given attribute value,though we might also associate a variety parameter with items themselves. Forexample, some users may be willing to eat Chinese food once a week and othersonly once a month, and for some people variety among restaurants may be moreimportant than variety in cuisine or location.We also hope to extend our conversational approach to other types of des-tinations, such as hotels and theaters, and to link the system to other drivingassistants like the Adaptive Route Advisor (Rogers, Fiechter, & Langley, 1999),
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